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ABSTRACT

An integrated, workstation-based software package has been developed for flight dynamics analysis and
spacecraft mission support.  Analysis consists of navigation and trajectory analysis, critical-event prediction, attitude
analysis, plus acquiring and processing the required data.  In the past this may have been performed by separate
groups of analysts acting in parallel, on several types of computing platforms.  In contrast, this paper discusses an
integrated, workstation-based approach, the Spacecraft Mission Analysis System (SMAS).  The Spacecraft Mission
Analysis System is a integrated package that includes Commercial Off- the-Shelf (COTS) software modules,
modified Goddard Off- the-Shelf (GOTS) software modules, and custom software developed by the Flight Dynamics
and Control Laboratory (FDCL).  The SMAS has analysis capabiliti es for orbit determination and prediction, orbit
event predictions, attitude determination, on-board computer performance verification, and attitude sensor
monitoring.  In addition, the system currently has the capacity to access raw tracking data in the Universal Tracking
Data Format (UTDF), and attitude telemetry files for the Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer
(SAMPEX) spacecraft.  Details of the capabiliti es of the SMAS, as well as, sample results using the SAMPEX
mission will  be presented.

1.0  INTRODUCTION

In an effort to reduce the li fe cycle costs for existing and future spacecraft missions it will be necessary to
reduce the number of man-hours for ground support and analysis.  This requires increased autonomy of the
spacecraft, and/or reducing the man-hours required for performing ground based analysis and support.  Reductions
in ground-based analysis may be realized with new analysis techniques and software.  And the research into the area
of tools and techniques performaed by the FDCL has led to the development of Spacecraft Mission Analysis System
(SMAS).

The SMAS is an integrated collection of software packages for performing spacecraft flight dynamics
analysis and mission support.  The SMAS several Commercial Off- the-Shelf (COTS) analysis modules, NASA
Goddard Off- the-Shelf (GOTS) software modules, and custom software developed by the Flight Dynamics and
Control Laboratory (FDCL), all i ntegrated to operate interactively on a UNIX workstation.  Spacecraft support
using the SMAS can be performed by a single analysis team, consisting of one or two analysts,  using a single
workstation.

This document describes the SMAS and its capabiliti es.  First, Section 2 gives an overview of the system,
including a summary of what the SMAS does and how it works.  Details of the various analysis capabiliti es are then
described in Sections 3 through 6.  Sample results using the Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle
Explorer (SAMPEX) mission are then provided in Section 7.

2.0  SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1  Flight Dynamics Analysis

Flight dynamics analysis is the process of generating information related to the position and orientation of
a spacecraft relative to a selected reference frame, predicting mission-critical events, and monitoring on-board
systems.  When analysis is performed on a "near real-time" schedule it can be referred to as mission support.



Flight dynamics analysis can be divided into four major categories: data acquisition and preprocessing,
trajectory and navigation analysis, attitude analysis, and results formatting and delivery.  Data acquisition and
preprocessing deals with obtaining spacecraft data and converting data to formats compatible with analysis
software.  Trajectory and navigation analysis is comprised of orbit determination, orbit prediction, and mission
event prediction.  Attitude analysis consists of attitude determination, on-board computer (OBC) performance
verification, and attitude sensor monitoring.  Finally, results formatting and delivery provides interested parties with
analysis results in proper formats.

2.2  Flight Dynamics Analysis Process

The flight dynamics analysis process is ill ustrated in Figure 1.  Preprocessing software is used to read data
and perform necessary format conversions.  Analysis of the spacecraft trajectory and attitude are then performed.
The attitude analysis depends upon information generated during the trajectory analysis, as depicted by the cross-
feeds between the two analyses in Figure 1.  Lastly, results are formatted and delivered.
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Figure 1,  Flight dynamics analysis process.
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2.3  SMAS Software

The SMAS is an integrated, workstation-based software system for performing trajectory and navigation
analysis, as well as attitude analysis.  A diagram of the SMAS is shown in Figure 2.  The trajectory and navigation
analysis component of the SMAS, which is shown as the top half of Figure 1, includes software for orbit
determination, orbit prediction, and orbit event scheduling.  This software, as configured for orbit analysis, will be
referred to as the orbit analysis component.

The orbit analysis component of the SMAS currently accepts raw tracking data from NASA ground
stations, preprocesses the raw tracking data, performs orbit determination, and performs orbit prediction.  Several
orbit event scheduling and other orbit analysis capabiliti es, e.g. spacecraft lighting time predictions and sun vector /
geomagnetic field vector co-alignment predictions, have also been implemented.

The CONVERT utilit y developed by the FDCL, performs format and data conversion on raw tracking data
from the Spacecraft Tracking and Data Network (STDN) [1].  This preprocessing of data is done before orbit
determination is performed.  The utilit y reads a Universal Tracking Data Format (UTDF) file, time sorts the data,
checks for repeated data, and performs calculations and format conversions on the data.

One main module of the SMAS is the Satellit e Tool Kit (STK) with the Precision Orbit Determination
System (PODS) utilit y [2,3].  The OD process in the SMAS utili zes some data provided with PODS, plus several
enhanced data sets integrated with PODS by the FDCL.  The OD software uses a Bayesian batch weighted least-
squares algorithm in its differential correction process.  The orbit propagator uses a 12th-order Cowell numerical
integration scheme to integrate the equations of motion [3,4].  Back-propagation is supported as well as forward-
propagation, allowing the user to predict a spacecraft’s previous trajectory without performing OD.

Software modules originally developed by the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) include a utilit y for
predicting sun-vector and magnetic-field vector alignment (SUNMAG), and the MATLAB Attitude Determination
System (MLADS) [5,6].  Both of these packages have been modified by the FDCL for integration into the SMAS.
The utilit y for ephemeris-file format conversion routine (STK2ADS) was also developed by the FDCL.
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3.0  DATA ACQUISITION AND PREPROCESSING

Data acquisition and preprocessing deals with obtaining and formatting data for analysis.  Spacecraft data
consists of tracking data and attitude-sensor telemetry.  Tracking data is spacecraft position and velocity
information, such as range and range-rate data, typically obtained from ground tracking stations.  Attitude telemetry
contains time histories of attitude quaternions, sensor output, and actuator data down-linked to ground stations.

3.1  Data Acquisition

Currently, spacecraft tracking and attitude data is acquired from GSFC via File Transfer Protocol (FTP).

3.2  Data Preprocessing

In several cases, it is necessary to preprocess data before analysis can proceed.  The SMAS currently has
the capabilit y to preprocess spacecraft tracking data in Universal Tracking Data Format (UTDF) and attitude
telemetry data for the SAMPEX mission.  A data processing utilit y, STK2ADS, has also been developed for
converting spacecraft ephemeris files generated in STK to a format easily readable in MATLAB.

3.2.1  Tracking data preprocessing

Spacecraft tracking data is obtained from the NASCOM network as UTDF files.  This data format is not
directly compatible with the STK/PODS module.  Therefore, preprocessing of the UTDF data into one of the
compatible formats is required.  The CONVERT utilit y was built by FDCL staff to convert 72 or 75-byte UTDF
data to the GEOS-C Data format, which is compatible with STK/PODS.

The CONVERT tracking data preprocessor reads a UTDF file, time-sorts the data, checks for duplicate
data points, performs calculations and data conversions, and then writes tracking data in GEOS-C data format.

3.2.2  SAMPEX telemetry data preprocessing

Attitude analysis is performed using the MLADS.  The MLADS accepts MATLAB compatible files.
Therefore, telemetry processing of unique data formats, such as binary data packets, must be created.  The MLADS
has a telemetry processor for raw SAMPEX sensor and attitude files.  This routine reads binary SAMPEX data files
into MATLAB and converts units if required.

3.2.3  STK ephemeris processing

A data preprocessor is also used to interface an STK generated ephemeris file with the MLADS.  The
program STK2ADS reads an STK-generated ephemeris, adds a file header, and rewrites the data in the appropriate
format.  The header contains the file start time, stop time, data interval, spacecraft name, and the propagator used to
generate the ephemeris.

4.0  TRAJECTORY AND NAVIGATION ANALYSIS

Trajectory and navigation analysis consists of orbit determiantion, orbit prediction, and orbit mission event
prediction.  Orbit determination is the best estimate of a spacecraft’s orbit based on tracking data.  Orbit prediction
is the process of propagating an orbit state vector to estimate future spacecraft orbital states.  Lastly, orbit event
prediction involves predicting future mission events, such as spacecraft lighting times, ground station view times
and acquisition data, sun angle predictions, and sun vector / geomagnetic field vector co-alignment predictions.

4.1  Orbit Determination and Prediction

For orbit determination and orbit prediction, the SMAS utili zes the STK/PODS COTS module.  This
package uses a batch least-squares algorithm to estimate the spacecraft's orbit based on tracking measurements [2,3]
and has several orbit propagators for orbit prediction.  The FDCL has customized this module with additional
geopotential models, a ground station database, more-accurate astrodynamic constants, and optimal estimation
control parameters.  Orbit determination and prediction results from the FDCL customized STK/PODS module have
been shown to agree well with similar results obtained from the Goddard Trajectory Determination System [7].



4.2  Orbit Event Prediction

Several orbit events are currently generated using the SMAS.  These include spacecraft lighting times,
ground station coverage, spacecraft acquisition data, Sun angle predictions, and Sun/magnetic field vector co-
alignment predictions.  The SMAS uses STK to generate spacecraft lighting times, ground station coverage, and
spacecraft acquisition data.  Lighting times are predicted times and duration's a spacecraft will be in Sunlight, partial
eclipse, or total eclipse.  Ground station coverage deals with the times a spacecraft can be viewed by selected
ground stations.  Acquisition data is used to indicate to the ground tracking stations where and when to point an
antenna in order to acquire a spacecraft.  Predictions of the Sun angle, defined as the angle between the vector
pointing to the Sun and the orbit normal, are computed using an FDCL developed utilit y. Lastly, the SMAS predicts
Sun/magnetic field vector with a modified GOTS utilit y.

5.0  ATTITUDE ANALYSIS

Flight dynamics attitude analysis includes estimation of the the orientation of the spacecraft relative to a
reference frame, and verifying the performance of on-board systems such as the OBC and attitude sensors.  The
SMAS uses an FDCL modified version of the MLADS for these analyses.

5.1  Attitude Determination

Attitude determination is the process of estimating the relationship between vectors measured in a
spacecraft fixed coordinate system, as well as in a reference coordinate system.  A measurement vector is the
position of a known object or quantity, such as the Sun, as seen in a spacecraft coordinate system by an on-board
sensor.  Reference vectors are generated in an inertial coordinate frame for each measurement vector.  These
reference vectors are computed using environmental models, such as a Solar-Lunar-Planetary (SLP) ephemeris for
the positions of the Earth and Sun, or the Inernational Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model for the Earth's
magnetic field.  The SMAS currently includes algorithms for processing two Digital Sun Sensors (DSS), which
measures the position of the Sun, and two Three-Axis Magnetometers (TAM), which measure the three components
of the Earth's magnetic field.

Currently, two single-frame estimation techniques are availi ble in the SMAS, the TRIAD (deterministic)
algorithm and the QUEST (optimal) algorithm [8-10].  Both methods require at least two sensors in order to
determine the attitude of the vehicle.  Using the MLADS graphical user interface, attitude determination results can
be viewed graphically as quaternions and Euler angles.

5.2  OBC Performance Verification

OBC performance verification can include checking OBC attitude determination, control performance,
and/or ephemeris calculations.  The SMAS has analysis capabiliti es for verifying performance of OBC attitude
determination and computing information related to the control of the SAMPEX spacecraft.  OBC attitude
verfication is performed, using the MLADS, by comparing ground computed quaternions with OBC computed
quaternions.  This comparison is done by rotating the single-frame quaternions to the times of the OBC quaternions
and then comparing the two.  Statistics about the comparison are then calcuated.  SAMPEX control performance is
examined by computing variances of the Euler angles, the Sun angle, the pseudozentih angle, and the ram constraint
angle in a Sun frame as defined in reference [11].

5.3  Sensor Monitoring

It may be necessary to monitor attitude sensors periodically to confirm that systems are operating
nominally.  Using the MLADS this is easily accomplished with a graphical interface.  Sensor data can be viewed
after telemetry processing, and data points not consistent with data trends can be examined closely or omitted from
analysis.

In addition to monitoring attitude sensors, periodic calibrations of sensors may also be required.  Currently
the SMAS has the abilit y to perform attitude dependent three-axis magnetometer calibration using a modified
version of a routine provided in the MLADS.  This computes the TAM bias, scale factor/misalignment matrix,
magnetic torquer compensation matrix, and associated statistics.



6.0  RESULTS FORMATTING AND DELIVERY

Results from the flight dynamics analysis process are delivered to “customers” such as the spacecraft flight
operations team, for use in the command and control of the vehicle.  Therefore, to best interface with the operations
team it may be necessary to reformat some results.  Transferring results to the flight operations team can be
accomplished using FTP.  Another options currently being examined is to post results on a World-Wide-Web page
for public comsumption.

7.0  EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

The recent case study used in the evaluation of the SMAS was the SAMPEX mission.  SAMPEX is the first
of the Small Explorer (SMEX) missions, and was launched on July 2, 1992 into a 550 x 750 km orbit, at 82 degrees
inclination [10,12,13].  Tracking, telemetry, and command are performed via several existing ground stations.

The spacecraft is a three-axis stabili zed satellit e, equipped with a digital sun sensor (DSS) and three-axis
magnetometer (TAM) for attitude determination, and a magnetic torquer assembly (MTA) and a reaction wheel
(RW) for attitude control.  On-board attitude determination and control are computed using the TRIAD algorithm,
with attitude quaternions stored everytime the vehicle attitude changes by one degree. The following discussion will
parallel the above description of the system.  Analysis will be presented based on tracking data taken on February 5-
7, 1997 and sensor and attitude data taken on February 7, 1997.

7.1  Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

SAMPEX tracking data is currently scheduled to be received every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
Attitude telemetry is obtained daily Monday through Friday. Tracking data is recieved in 72-byte UTDF format and
is converted to GEOS-C using the CONVERT utilit y.

Sensor and attitude data is read into the MLADS using the SAMEX telemetry processor.  The data is then
converted from SAMPEX counts to units consistent with the Multimission Three-Aix Stabili zed Spacecraft
(MTASS) Flight Dynamics Support System (FDSS).  Figure 3 shows a sample of processed Sun sensor data.

Figure 3:  Telemetry processed DSS data

7.2  Trajectory and Navigation Analysis

For SAMPEX, the required trajectory and navigation analysis is divided into “daily” and “weekly” results.
The “daily” results are generated every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and include determination of the orbit
vector and drag coeff icient, generation of a predicted ephemeris and generation of acquisition data.  “Weekly”



results also include acqisition data, as well as spacecraft ground track; Sun angle predictions; and Sun-
vector/magnetic-field-vector co-alignment angles.  These are generated on Fridays for a 28-day period beginning at
0 hours GMT the following Monday [14].

7.2.1  Orbit determination and prediction

Orbit determination and prediction is performed using the modified STK/PODS software module.  This
module uses tracking data obtained over a 58- or 82-hour period to determine the definitive orbit, and generates the
orbit vector and drag coeff icient for the beginning of the day corresponding to the orbit vector determined.  In
addition, a 7-day ephemeris is predicted and used for attitude analysis and acquisition data.  Lastly, a 28-day
ephemeris is created for use in predicting "weekly" SAMPEX products.

7.2.2  Orbit event prediction

Orbit event prediction for SAMPEX is performed using several modules, including STK, SUNMAG, and a
Beta angle prediction utiliti y.  Using the 7-day ephemeris predicted, spacecraft acquisition data is generated, along
with ground station view times, a spacecraft ground track, and predicted spacecraft lighting times for a 28-day
period.  Sun vector/magnetic field vector co-alignment predictions are then computed, and the Sun-angle
predictions are performed using the Beta angle utilit y developed by the FDCL.

In addition to the above events, others of interest include, for example, the periods of crossing over the
mid-latitude region, and periods of crossing the south-atlantic anomoly. Sample reports summarizing such predicted
times are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

______________________________________________________________________________
AreaTarget-Mid_Latitude_Region-To-Vehicle-SAMPEX_19970207:  Access Summary Report

                  Access       Start Time (UTCG)           Stop Time (UTCG)       Duration (sec)
                  ------    -----------------------    -----------------------    --------------

                       1    10 Feb 1997 00:00:00.00    10 Feb 1997 00:23:48.67          1428.674
                       2    10 Feb 1997 01:25:56.18    10 Feb 1997 01:58:49.96          1973.777
                       3    10 Feb 1997 03:01:50.97    10 Feb 1997 03:33:48.19          1917.227
                       4    10 Feb 1997 04:37:53.02    10 Feb 1997 05:09:19.74          1886.722
                       5    10 Feb 1997 06:13:01.00    10 Feb 1997 06:44:57.10          1916.095

o
o
o

413     9 Mar 1997 15:00:41.17     9 Mar 1997 15:35:17.71          2076.545
                     414     9 Mar 1997 16:37:37.56     9 Mar 1997 17:13:09.81          2132.248
                     415     9 Mar 1997 18:14:33.59     9 Mar 1997 18:50:30.64          2157.045
                     416     9 Mar 1997 19:51:16.62     9 Mar 1997 20:26:19.19          2102.579
                     417     9 Mar 1997 21:27:38.71     9 Mar 1997 22:01:13.90          2015.196
                     418     9 Mar 1997 23:03:24.68     9 Mar 1997 23:36:13.77          1969.093

Global Statistics
-----------------

Min Duration           1    10 Feb 1997 00:00:00.00    10 Feb 1997 00:23:48.67          1428.674
Max Duration         400     8 Mar 1997 18:05:45.85     8 Mar 1997 18:41:45.73          2159.888

Mean Duration                                                                           2022.149
Total Duration                                                                        845258.480



______________________________________________________________________________
Table 1, Periods of Crossing the Mid-latitude Region



7.3  Attitude Analysis

7.3.1  Attitude determination

Attitude analysis begins by generating measurement and reference vectors.  This is done using the MLADS data
adjuster, which was modified by the FDCL.  Measured Sun vectors are generated from DSS measurements, and
corresponding reference vectors are read from an SLP file.  The vector output of the TAM is corrected for bias and
effects of torquer bar influences, then a ninth order IGRF model using 1990 coeff icients is used to compute the
reference magnetic field vector.   In generating both reference vectors, the spacecraft position is obtained from the
ephemeris file generated in STK.  The output of the data adjuster can then be viewed graphically or in tabular form,
as shown in Figure 4 and Table 3, for the TAM measurements and reference vectors, respectively.

______________________________________________________________________________
AreaTarget-South_Atlantic_Anomaly-To-Vehicle-SAMPEX_19970207:  Access Summary

Report

                  Access       Start Time (UTCG)           Stop Time (UTCG)       Duration (sec)
                  ------    -----------------------    -----------------------    --------------

                       1    10 Feb 1997 00:25:47.48    10 Feb 1997 00:47:16.13          1288.644
                       2    10 Feb 1997 01:00:45.37    10 Feb 1997 01:15:10.69           865.321
                       3    10 Feb 1997 02:08:01.73    10 Feb 1997 02:21:35.07           813.343
                       4    10 Feb 1997 02:32:12.88    10 Feb 1997 02:56:15.66          1442.776
                       5    10 Feb 1997 04:08:00.99    10 Feb 1997 04:35:32.25          1651.255

o
o
o

462     9 Mar 1997 18:45:39.57     9 Mar 1997 19:14:19.15          1719.577
                     463     9 Mar 1997 20:26:01.98     9 Mar 1997 20:49:25.84          1403.861
                     464     9 Mar 1997 21:05:19.20     9 Mar 1997 21:12:31.13           431.934
                     465     9 Mar 1997 22:08:25.26     9 Mar 1997 22:24:36.40           971.136
                     466     9 Mar 1997 22:35:15.06     9 Mar 1997 22:56:49.64          1294.580

Global Statistics
-----------------

Min Duration         220    23 Feb 1997 00:51:36.08    23 Feb 1997 00:54:53.67           197.594
Max Duration         460     9 Mar 1997 15:28:58.15     9 Mar 1997 16:01:13.77          1935.613

Mean Duration                                                                           1447.070
Total Duration                                                                        674334.536

______________________________________________________________________________
Table 2, Periods of Crossing the South-Atlantic Anomoly



Figure 4,  Adjusted TAM Measurement Data

Table 3,  Sample reference TAM data in Tabular format

YYMMDD.HHMMSSmmm X-axis (mG) Y-axis (mG) Z-axis (mG)
970207.1035000496 1.184311674380559e+0

2
2.360618212567443e+0

2
1.247491793654644e+0

2
970207.1035005488 1.185104233527069e+0

2
2.362011985225806e+0

2
1.246074006581876e+0

2
970207.1035010479 1.185896186899121e+0

2
2.363405175283418e+0

2
1.244655004433938e+0

2
970207.1035015471 1.186687533848854e+0

2
2.364797781885184e+0

2
1.243234787691050e+0

2
970207.1035020463 1.187478273812836e+0

2
2.366189804203714e+0

2
1.241813356807788e+0

2
970207.1035025492 1.188274330124566e+0

2
2.367591632818068e+0

2
1.240380081514656e+0

2
970207.1035030484 1.189063849685715e+0

2
2.368982479651160e+0

2
1.238956214711904e+0

2
970207.1035035476 1.189852868106326e+0

2
2.370372775078515e+0

2
1.237531100897450e+0

2
970207.1035040468 1.190641169307888e+0

2
2.371762447415612e+0

2
1.236104809092626e+0

2
970207.1035045497 1.191434766185580e+0

2
2.373161905115886e+0

2
1.234666638447572e+0

2



Figure 5, Euler Angle History

Attitude determination is performed using the QUEST algorithm.  Results can be viewed as either quaternions or
Euler angles, in graphical and tabular form.  Figure 5 shows Euler angles corresponding to QUEST attitude results.



7.3.2  OBC performance verification

SAMPEX OBC attitude determination results are verified by comparing the ground-computed attitude
history to those computed on-board the vehicle.  The comparison is performed using a MLADS option.  Statistics
about the Euler angles, the mean and standard deviation, are displayed in a window when the comparison is
complete.  These results are printed to a report file, as shown in Table 4.  SAMPEX has a two degree per axis
accuracy requirement, therefore, the number and percentage of comparison points exceeding these limits are also
computed.

_____________________________________________________________________________
SAMPEX OBC ATTITUDE DETERMINATION PERFORMANCE REPORT FILE

Stored OBC Quaternion History Start Time =  970204.114716101
Stored OBC Quaternion History Stop Time  =  970207.104510080

Ground Computed Quaternion Start Time =  970207.103500050
Ground Computed Quaternion Stop Time  =  970207.104459547

Comparison Start Time =  970207.103500000
Comparison Stop Time =  970207.104500000

Euler Angle Sequence =  2 - 1 - 3

Number of OBC and Ground Computed Attitude Quaternions Compared =
1198.000000

                Mean Error (deg)     Error STD (deg)
X-Axis        0.2944138944076143   0.3051926093108637
Y-Axis       -1.531463853061803    0.7685610499646889
Z-Axis       -0.3088042591185573   0.3286522358926362

Estimation Comparison Limit Checks

              Limit (deg)   # Points Over       Percentage Over
X-Axis         2.00000             0              0.0000000000
Y-Axis         2.00000           380             31.7195330000
Z-Axis         2.00000             0              0.0000000000

______________________________________________________________________________
Table 4  Sample attitude comparison results report

SAMPEX control performance verification is done by computing the variance in Euler angles, the Sun
angle, the pseudozenith angle, and the ram constraint angle in a Sun coordinate frame.  The SAMPEX post-
processor option in the MLADS is used for these computations.  Angle variances are displayed in a window and
then printed to a report when the processing is complete.  Table 5 contains a sample SAMPEX OBC Control
Verification report.
______________________________________________________________________________

SAMPEX OBC CONTROL PERFORMANCE REPORT FILE

Ground Quaternion Start Time =  970207.103500050
Ground Quaternion Stop Time  =  970207.104459547

X-Axis Euler Angle Variance (deg) =   51.8217028438366
Y-Axis Euler Angle Variance (deg) =    1.77643839383983
Z-Axis Euler Angle Variance (deg) =    0.609665538960451

Sun Angle Variance (deg) =    1.8781172222304

Pseudozenith Angle Variance (deg) =  104.32808660923

Ram Constraint Angle Variance (deg) =  51.0293925046285

______________________________________________________________________________
Table 5,  Sample SAMPEX control verification

7.3.3  Sensor monitoring



SAMPEX attitude sensor monitoring, and calibration, is performed on an as needed basis.  Monitoring is
done by viewing the telemetry processing results graphically and looking for data which has spikes, or is not
consistent with observed trends.  Sensor calibration tasks for SAMPEX are comprised of computing the TAM bias.
Results of a TAM calibration are printed to a report, a sample of which is shown in Table 6.

______________________________________________________________________________
SAMPEX THREE-AXIS MAGNETOMETER CALIBRATION REPORT FILE
 Start time =  970207.103500050  Stop time =  970207.104459547

 Old bias =   700.0000000   700.0000000   700.0000000

 New bias =   703.1248388   701.2586634   701.0968185

 Old SF/Align Matrix =   1.0000000   0.0000000   0.0000000
                         0.0000000   1.0000000   0.0000000
                         0.0000000   0.0000000   1.0000000

 New SF/Align Matrix =    1.0088988   -0.0831806   -0.0081068
                          0.0158213    0.9661495    0.0116067
                         -0.0011203    0.0024631    0.9950176

 Compensation Matrix C:  tam=tam + C * mta

 Old Compensation Matrix =   0.7000000   -0.0699980   -0.0699980
                             0.2800000    1.0900000    2.1000000
                            -0.5300000    0.6300000   -1.5800000

 New Compensation Matrix =   -0.7700597   -0.0225569   -0.6193168
                              0.0524921    1.2491221    1.9546606
                             -1.1008405    0.3432101   -1.1318349

 Sum of Old Residuals (Bmeas^2 - Bref^2)   5.804144e+09

 Sum of New Residuals (Bmeas^2 - Bref^2)   1.076742e+09

 Old average RMS residual   5.526735

 New average RMS residual   1.586739

 Covariance of computed bias =   0.05333333            0            0
                                          0   0.05333333            0
                                          0            0   0.05333333

 Covariance of computed SF/Alignment =   8.173914e-07   3.601322e-07
5.555304e-09
                                         3.601322e-07   1.238009e-05
4.546305e-07
                                         5.555304e-09   4.546305e-07
8.322521e-07

 Covariance of computed Comp Matrix =   0.09259322   0.01152379    -0.0147163
                                        0.01152379   0.002012573   -0.002550774
                                       -0.0147163   -0.002550774    0.004098286

______________________________________________________________________________
Table 6,  Sample TAM Calibration Report

8.0  CONCLUSIONS

The Spacecraft Mission Analysis System is a completely integrated, workstation-based system for
performing spacecraft flight dynamics analysis and mission support.  The system integrates Commercial Off- the-
Shelf, modified Goddard Off- the-Shelf, and FDCL developed software.  The system can perform a variety of orbit
and attitude related analyses, including orbit determination and prediction, orbit event scheduling, attitude
determination, and on-board system verifications.  It is modular in form, and flexible by design, to allow for
relatively easy reconfiguration, to make it applicable for different missions.
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